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About This Game

You are Garrett, the master thief. Rarely seen and never caught, Garrett is the best that ever was. Able to sneak past any guard,
pick any lock, and break into the most ingeniously secured residences. Garrett steals from the wealthy and gives to himself,
making his living in the dark and foreboding City. Here crime and corruption are commonplace, wealthy nobles prey on the

poor and each other, and magic and machinery coexist uneasily. World weary and cynical, Garrett wants nothing more than to
be left alone to ply his trade. But things never work out that way.

Cutting-edge Action Stealth Gameplay - Hide in the shadows, sneak past the guards, or ambush them from the darkness!

Huge Arsenal of Thieves' Tools - Including lock picks, a blackjack, arrows, wall climbing gloves, oil flasks, flash bombs,
and a dagger.

An Entire City to Explore - Break into any building, mug nobles on the streets, spend your loot, and earn a reputation.
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Feel like a real thief in a cityscape of unparalleled responsiveness and interactivity.

Advanced Artificial Intelligence - AI guards that see and hear, track evidence and suspiciousness, search for intruders,
fight, give chase, and perform lip synching, facial expressions, and hundreds of lines of real-time dialog.

Dynamic Lighting and Shadow System - Every character and object casts realistic, dynamic shadows that effect stealth
gameplay.
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It has this bug at the beginning of the game to where i cant unlock it or even play the game in its self because of this.

I know this will never be fixed.

Which is the saddest part of all.. I have always wanted to play this game since I was a kid. As an adult, I was happy to purchase
it when there was a sale. The only problem is that you cannot continue past a point in the game early on. There is a door that
cannot be opened because the game isn't optimized for current operating systems. Maybe someday i'll find a fix and beat it; but
who cares it was $1.. The third Thief game manages to be vastly inferior to the old ones. It has much better graphics, better
voices, animations, but that is it. Only asthetic improvements, everything else gameplay-wise is inferior.
Clonky mechanics will make you quickload again and again, making the game incredible frustrating. Shooting arrows down is a
nightmare, you have to hit the blackjack in the perfect back angle of the enemies, for some reason blackjacking someone who is
sitting down in a chair is impossible, corpses in the floor block your way and breakes some enemies' path in a very strange way.
And of course you will face bugs, glitches or crashes, lots of them. In mine, i can't change the 'Use Item' button, directly crashes
the game if I try, sometimes getting a special loot makes it impossible to save, from time to time the lockpicking bugs out
requiring to reset the game and some items in chests you can't pick up.
I don't know what kind of engine they tried to use but it is not good, the movement, the combat, everything feel low quality
jank. They removed many items from the previous, even the godsend rope arrow. Also the choice of semi-open world where
you have to walk from one map to another in order to start your missions may be interesting in the beginning, but soon becomes
boring and obnoxious because you will have to slip through the same guards over and over again in an unecessary annoying
repetition. And worst, you have to walk around the world in order to sell your loot for different fences, because (for some dumb
reason) you can't sell them all to the same, making the walking around the scenarios even more obnoxious. The same occours
for buying new gear like arrows, granades, mines.
The story overall is dissapointing, I was expecting something bigger compared to the previous games. At least Gerret's sarcasm
is always on point, kudos for that.
Get the old ones and you will have much more fun, and sure, eventually play this one, but I cannot give this one a thumbs up
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